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                                                                                                                                        "Desert Moon" 

                                                                                                 

ASTRID DAHL   "Water, Fire, Rock and Tree"   Easter Exhibition at Jahroc 

 

 
 

"Water Surged and the Wind Howled" 

Exhibition Invitation 

Jahroc Galleries invites you to the opening of 

"Water, Fire , Rock and Tree" 

Landscapes from a life's journey 

 

OPENING Easter Saturday 23rd April 
Join us at 5pm - 7pm  

http://www.jahroc.com.au/AstridDahl
http://www.jahroc.com.au/AstridDahl


 enjoy wine by Harman’s Ridge Estate and nibbles by The Little Food Company 

All are welcome 

 

Astrid Dahl will be present 

 

Exhibition closes 5th May 

  pre-exhibition sales accepted... view online    

www.jahroc.com.au  

 
 

"Evening Moon" 

Watch Astrid paint 

       Water, Fire, Rock and Tree                
"Landscapes are an analogy to my life’s journey and have been distilled into these 4 main elements. 

Water is the fluidity of existence. The nebulous quality moves, changes, cools and forgives. Fire is 

the passionate self, and the regeneration of soul and spirit, the all consuming tempest, then, 

followed by a ‘cleansing’. Rocks are the earth’s tablets for communication, broken words or letters, 

symbols in the sand. Trees are the poems that earth writes, through its roots into generations of soil 

and half buried dreams. Trees, with its branches reaching out into the sky, scratching on the moon 

and sometimes leaning into the moaning winds, or stretched upwards towards the rain. 

Time and place become irrelevant." 

 

Find out more about Astrid and the meaning behind her work while you watch her paint. 

http://www.jahroc.com.au/
http://www.jahroc.com.au/AstridDahl
http://www.jahroc.com.au/AstridDahl
http://www.jahroc.com.au/AstridDahl


         Easter Saturday between 11am and 2pm at Jahroc Galleries                

Furniture news 

David and Gary have been busy finding unique pieces of timber in the drying racks and 

turning them into one off furniture pieces. After a very busy Summer, with lots of stock 

walking out the door, you will enjoy these new and exciting pieces of functional art. 

 

 
 

Wait till you see what this amazing Jarrah slab turns into...see if you can find it in the 

gallery as a finished piece of furniture. 

 

Gary, Lara, David and Joanne look forward to seeing you over the Easter holidays  
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